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ABSTRACT

Application of Relonics Systems Information Modeling for evaluation of seemingly normal routine readily available biochemical laboratory tests revealed for the first time that different forms of clinical depression are strongly associated with specific patterns of metabolic abnormalities and may eventually clarify the metabolic determinants of clinical depression.
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INTRODUCTION

It is known that depressive disorders is a significant problem throughout the world [1] and the most common psychiatric problems in primary care setting with a prevalence of 4.8% to 9.2% [2]. Current statistics indicate that at least 14 million Americans suffer from depression [3]. The health-care cost and loss of productivity due to depression in the United States alone has been estimated at $43 billion annually [4,5], and the economic burden of this disorder rivals that of cardiac disease [2].

PURPOSE

The purpose of this presentation is to determine relonics patterns [6, 7] in seemingly normal routine biochemical laboratory variables: Albumin, (ALB), Calcium (CAL), Phosphorus (PHO), AST (SGO), Glucose (GLU), Alkaline Phosphotase (ALK), LDH, Total Bilirubin (T.B), BUN, Uric Acid (UR.), Cholesterol (CHO), Total Protein (T.P) in different clinically important forms of depression in the outpatient psychiatry setting.

RESULTS

The following pages represent relonics patterns in four different conditions: good response to treatment (Fig. 1A) versus treatment-resistance (Fig. 1B) in major depression with alcoholism; and good response to treatment (Fig. 2A) versus treatment-resistance of postpartum atypical depression (Fig. 2B).

Relonics patterns are presented in a format of six consecutive windows. One window (upper left) represents the pattern of total abnormal relationships which is a combination of patterns of five distinct types of abnormal systems-specific relationships known as relons [7].

DISCUSSION

Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B clearly demonstrate that major depression with alcoholism is associated with distinct relonics patterns of metabolic abnormalities. It is important to emphasize that those patterns were detected among twelve routine biochemical variables with no evidence of any overt metabolic abnormalities.

Relonics patterns of good response to treatment show only two different types of abnormal systems-specific relationships (Fig. 1A) versus four different types of abnormal systems-specific relationships which are associated with treatment-resistant response (Fig. 1B). Also, it is evident that relonics patterns of treatment-resistant response is significantly different from patterns associated with good response to treatment. They are
more complex, more severe and more extensive [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In postpartum atypical depression with treatment-resistant response (Fig. 2B), relonics patterns are also more extensive, more severe and more complex, but in a very different way compared to major depression with alcoholism (Fig. 2B).

It is important to note that relonics patterns of treatment-resistant responses in both types of clinical depression are not only significantly distinct from each other. They are also distinct from patterns associated with good responses. Treatment-resistance in both types of depressions clearly exhibits an existence of common tendency in increasing severity, in increasing complexity, and in increasing extent of relonics metabolic abnormalities.

CONCLUSIONS

Application of Relonics Systems Information Modeling for evaluation of seemingly normal routine readily available biochemical laboratory tests revealed for the first time that different forms of clinical depression are strongly associated with specific patterns of metabolic abnormalities and may eventually clarify the metabolic determinants of clinical depression. Such metabolic characteristics also can contribute to a better understanding of biological factors underlying psychiatric diseases and can be used as a basis for response modification to chosen treatment regimen. Relonics allows early recognition of patient response to treatment, and can improve treatment options prior to starting antidepressant medications. Relonics assessment of routine metabolic variables should not be neglected in any medically oriented treatment of depression.
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**Fig. 1A** Major Depression with Alcoholism, Good Response to Tx

**Total Abnormal Relationships**
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- GLU 1
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**Normal but inverted Type**

- ALB 0
- CAL 0
- PHO 0
- SGO 2
- GLU 0
- LDH 1
- T.B 3

**Integrated Type**

- ALB 0
- CAL 0
- PHO 0
- SGO 0
- GLU 0
- LDH 0
- ALK 0

**Integrated & inverted Type**

- ALB 0
- CAL 0
- PHO 0
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- GLU 0
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**Disintegrated Type**
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**Disintegrated & inverted Type**

- ALB 0
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**Values:**

- TAR: 8%
- ASI: 1
- ILL: 0
- Ni: 6%
- I: 0%
- ASI: 0
- ILL: 0
- Di: 2%
- ASI: 1
- ILL: 0
- Di: 0%
- ASI: 0
- ILL: 0
Fig.1B  Major Depression with Alcoholism, Treatment-Resistant
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Fig. 2A  Postpartum Atypical Depression, Good Response to Tx.
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Fig. 2B  Postpartum Atypical Depression, Treatment-Resistant
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